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Rules: Since the results of the home assignment improves your course grading, no
form of collaboration is allowed regarding written solutions or computer code. You
are, however, allowed to ask each other or the teacher questions about how to solve
the problems.

Grading: Four problems can give you totally 0.5p on the exam. Each solution must
be well-motivated and completely correct in order to give you 0.1p. A few of you
may be asked to orally explain your solutions.

1. (1) Explain which steps that are taken from the Wiener filter via the Steepest
descent method to the LMS algorithm? (2) Show in level plots t he conver-
gence for SD and LMS (what are the differences and why)? (3) Indicate J(n),
Jmin , Jex(∞) and wo in an error surface (bowl) for the LMS algorithm? (4)
Explain the relationship between the orientation of the error surface bowl
and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors and explain how the shortest axis of the
bowl is related to the stability of the algorithm (0.1p)

2. Design an LMS-based 2-sample predictor of length 3 of a stochastic process
with ru(0) = 4, ru(1) = 4, ru(2) = 1 and ru(3) = ru(4) = 0, i.e., d(n) =
u(n+2). What is wo, Jmin and Jex(∞) if calculations are based on µ = 1
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µmax?

(0.1p)

3. (1) A white noise process of length N = 500 and unit variance (normal dis-
tribution) is used to identify an unknown system. Physical considerations
indicate that the delay of the slowest reflexion in the system is 5. The out-
put signal from the system (d(n)) can be downloaded from the homepage
(asbhome3.mat, use load). Select a suitable filter length and step size for the
LMS algorithm. Use the LMS algorithm from computer exercise 2 to identi-
fy the system. What is the unknown system (filter)? What is the error and
why?(0.1p)
(2) Use M = 2 and plot the convergence for w in a level curve plot (See com-
puter exercise 1 and modify the LMS function such that it saves all old w:s
like the sd function does). Why is the resulting error di e rent from above?
Hint: In order to plot level curves around wo, R and p needs to be calcula-
ted, see example on lecture 3 with a = 0 and use the jmat command from
computer exercise 1. You need to use the result from (1) when calculating
(0.1p).

4. A very interested student in the ASB course wires a microphone together
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with a tape recorder outside the lecturers open window in ord er to acquire
useful information about the course. When listening to the tape there is an
important message (asbhome4.mat, use load and then sound at 8kHz samp-
ling rate). However, the lecturers neighbor works with an audio application
which disturbs the important part of the message. Use an adaptive line en-
hancer to clean the message. Explain how you do it (filter order, step size,
etc) and plot the error function (0.1p).

Lycka till!
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